All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

1. Introduction {#sec001}
===============

The development of reliable soft robotics and smart devices mimicking the multifunctionality of natural organs of living creatures requires new actuators in biomimetic structures and artificial muscles, working at low potentials with low energy consumption while exhibiting high strain variation per potential cycle and high long-term stability. Conducting polymers actuators \[[@pone.0232851.ref001]\] that work at low voltage, undergo large bending displacements \[[@pone.0232851.ref002]\] and linear strains as high as 26% \[[@pone.0232851.ref003]\]; 20% of strain variation was reported in case of PPy-Platinum/Iridium coil structures \[[@pone.0232851.ref004]\]. Inspired by similar coil designs, researchers try to increase linear strain by using carbon nanotubes and other natural or artificial electrospun materials \[[@pone.0232851.ref005]\] in their plain form or with a conducting polymer coating (CP). In addition, the electrochemical reaction of the CP driving the actuator senses, simultaneously, the physical and chemical conditions \[[@pone.0232851.ref006]\] allowing the development of sensing \[[@pone.0232851.ref007]\] and tactile \[[@pone.0232851.ref008]\] actuators suitable for mimicking the multifunctionality of haptic natural muscles and developing artificial proprioceptive systems \[[@pone.0232851.ref009],[@pone.0232851.ref010]\]. At present, the main technological problem is the described poor long-term stability, the high strain variations are only achieved in the initial potential cycles.

The actuation mechanism has been intensely studied in the past \[[@pone.0232851.ref011]--[@pone.0232851.ref015]\] with no unified model established. The main idea behind any model or development is making an "artificial muscle" in biomimetic structures comparable to skeletal muscles \[[@pone.0232851.ref001]\] showing \~ 20% of strain variation during an actuation cycle developing a stress higher than 0.1 MPa (0.3 MPa from cardiac muscles). Natural muscles have fiber bundle structures constituted by chemical molecular machines, i.e. actin-myosin-ATP, that develop that strain and stress variation at high rates during milli seconds, comparable performance has not been achieved by conducting polymer-based actuators.

Fiber-actuators based on polyaniline have reached strains in range of 1.2% \[[@pone.0232851.ref016]\]. 3% strain has been reported for actuators based on interpenetrated networks of hollow fibers- of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) \[[@pone.0232851.ref017]\]. Use of solid polymer electrolytes (SPE) \[[@pone.0232851.ref018]\] in linear fiber-actuators as well as encapsulated design \[[@pone.0232851.ref019]\] have led to linear strain of 0.5% \[[@pone.0232851.ref020]\] with drawbacks in actuator performance \[[@pone.0232851.ref021]\]. Different fiber-actuator designs of knitted and twisted yarns have been applied \[[@pone.0232851.ref022]\] to increase linear strain up to 3%. Using a single Lyocell PPy fiber a diametrical strain up to 6% was achieved \[[@pone.0232851.ref023]\]. Previous research \[[@pone.0232851.ref024]\] has also described a solution based on different elastic stretchable silicon yarns coated with electropolymerized PPy that reached 0.1% strain. Nanofiber scaffolds produced by electrospinning have fiber bundle structures that can be applied as is, or coated with PPy, in tissue engineering for skeleton muscle repair \[[@pone.0232851.ref025]\] due to its biocompatibility with cells \[[@pone.0232851.ref026],[@pone.0232851.ref027]\]. Thus, besides the right conducting polymer, the substrate material has a great influence on the attained electrochemical actuation.

Following those ideas for increasing the mechanical performance of linear actuators our goal here was to use conductive nanofiber scaffold material coated with electropolymerized PPy for designing biomimetic active materials, which could be comparable to natural skeletal muscles in terms of structure, achievable strain and stress, and importantly---with long life time. The conductive nanofiber scaffold (CFS) consist of chemical coated used in previous works \[[@pone.0232851.ref028],[@pone.0232851.ref029]\] as the substrate for electrodes to develop new materials by electropolymerization. This material can be stretched up to 17% without a major loss of conductivity.

1.1 Driving electrochemical reactions {#sec002}
-------------------------------------

Two different materials were obtained by using the conductive fiber scaffold (CFS) to electrodeposit a new PPy coat from solutions containing two different electrolytes: CFS-PPy/DBS and CFS-PPy/TF. Linear strain and force measurements were performed by cyclic voltammetry in LiTFSI propylene carbonate (PC) solutions. The material actuation (reversible volume change by swelling/shrinking) is driven by reversible electrochemical oxidation/reduction reactions of the PPy material exchanging anions and solvent with the electrolyte for charge and osmotic balance \[[@pone.0232851.ref030]--[@pone.0232851.ref032]\] following [Eq 1](#pone.0232851.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}: forwards, oxidation-swelling reaction; backwards, reduction-shrinking reaction: $$\begin{array}{l}
\left\lbrack \left( {PPy} \right)\ \left( DBS^{-})_{m}\left( {Li}^{+})_{m}\left( {PC)_{o}} \right\rbrack + n{TFSI}^{-} + pPC\rightleftarrows \right. \right. \right. \\
\left\lbrack \left( PPy)^{n +}\left( DBS^{-})_{m}\left( {Li}^{+})_{m}\left( PC)_{({o + p})}\left( {TFSI}^{-})_{n} + n\left( e \right.^{-})_{metal} \right. \right. \right. \right. \right. \right. \\
\end{array}$$

The un-dissociated Li^+^DBS^-^ ions pairs were incorporated during the electropolymerization process remaining now trapped in PC solutions, as was proved by XPS. The PPy/TF material also follows an anion driven actuation \[[@pone.0232851.ref033]\] without trapping ions seen in [Eq 2](#pone.0232851.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"}: $$\left( {PPy^{0}} \right) + n\left( {TFSI}^{-})_{sol} + m\left( PC \right)\rightleftarrows\left\lbrack \left( PPy^{n +} \right)\left( {TFSI}^{-})_{n}\left( {PC)_{m}} \right\rbrack + n\left( e^{-} \right) \right. \right. \right.$$

The left side shows the reduced PPy material and the right side the oxidized PPy material where the solvated anions TFSI^-^ incorporate in the positively charged PPy and are remove as the PPy is reduced. As a typical anion driven actuator, the simplest material model of the intracellular matrix (ICM) of the muscular cells \[[@pone.0232851.ref034]\].

2. Material and methods {#sec003}
=======================

2.1 Materials {#sec004}
-------------

Propylene carbonate (PC, 99%), ethanol (technical grade), sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (NaDBS, technical grade), ammonium persulfate (APS, technical grade) and tetrabutylammonium triflouromethanesulfonate (TBACF~3~SO~3~, 99%) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used as supplied. Solvent ethylene glycol (EG, 99.8%) was purchased from Fluka. Pyrrole (Py, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich) was vacuum-distilled prior use and stored at low temperature in the dark. Milli-Q+ water was used for making aqueous solutions. Lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI, 99.95%) was purchased from Solvionic. Gelatin type A from porcine skin, D-(+)-glucose (99.5%) and glacial acetic acid (99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

2.2 Electropolymerization of PPy films on conductive fiber scaffolds (CFS) {#sec005}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fiber scaffolds based on type A gelatin from porcine skin (Sigma-Aldrich) and glucose were prepared by electrospinning, as previously described \[[@pone.0232851.ref028]\]. The fiber scaffolds were coated with a conductive polypyrrole material (thickness 16 ± 1.1 μm) to achieve a 49 ± 3 μm thickness of the conductive fiber scaffold, with electronic conductivity of 0.35 ± 0.02 S cm^-1^. The attained CFS material was used as the working electrode for a subsequent galvanostatic electropolymerization (0.1 mA cm^-2^, 40,000s, -40°C) of polypyrrole from different polymerization solution. A two-electrode electrochemical cell was used. The working electrode---the CFS material (18 cm^2^)---was placed in between two counter-electrodes of stainless steel mesh (each 18 cm^2^), at \~ 1 cm distance from either.

The CFS-PPy/DBS samples were obtained using 0.1 M pyrrole and 0.1 M NaDBS ethylene glycol (EG) Milli-Q water (1:1) solutions. The samples, now coated with PPy-DBS, CFS-PPy/DBS, were washed with ethanol in order to remove any unpolymerized pyrrole and then with Milli-Q water in order to remove any excess of NaDBS. Then the samples were dried in the oven at 60°C (2 mbar) for 12h. The final thickness of the CFS-PPy/DBS samples was 125 ± 8 μm. The CFS-PPy/TF samples were prepared by galvanostatic polymerization in 0.1 M pyrrole, 0.1 M TBACF~3~SO~3~ (TF) propylene carbonate solutions during a polymerization time of 40,000s. The coated CFS-PPy/TF samples were washed with propylene carbonate first in order to remove any excess of TBACF~3~SO~3~, then with ethanol to remove any excess of pyrrole monomer and then dried in the oven at 60°C (2 mbar) for 12h. The final thickness of the dry CFS-PPy/TF samples was 136 ± 9 μm. For comparison, PPy/DBS and PPy/TF films were polymerized on stainless steel sheets using the same experimental condition and then removed from the metal to be used as free standing film electrodes. The thickness of the free-standing films was: 24 ± 2 μm for PPy/DBS and 20 ± 1 μm for PPy/TF.

2.3 Linear actuation {#sec006}
--------------------

The CFS-PPy/DBS and CFS-PPy/TF samples and PPy/DBS and PPy/TF free standing films were cut into longitudinal strips: 1.0 cm length and 0.1 cm width each. In a three electrode set up: platinum counter electrode, Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) reference electrode, the samples were fixed as the working electrodes on gold contact/electrode of a force sensor (TRI202PAD, Panlab) of the linear muscle analyzer setup \[[@pone.0232851.ref035]\]. The samples were pre-stretched by 2%, holding this position for 2h. Then the electro-chemo-mechanical experiments were carried out in 0.2 M LiTFSI in propylene carbonate (LiTFSI-PC) solutions by following: the sample length change under a constant force of 4.9 mN, or the force change for a constant length of 1 mm while submitting the sample to cyclic voltammetry (CV) at 5 mVs^-1^, between 1.0 V and -0.55 V. The PPy/DBS and PPy/TF free standing films were submitted to the same electro-chemo-mechanical experiments. In order to explore the frequency-response and the useful life-time, the CFS-PPy/DBS and CFS-PPy/TF samples were submitted to consecutive square wave potential steps between the same potential limits in the frequency range between 0.0025 Hz and 0.1 Hz. Long term measurements (1000 cycles) were performed at 0.1 Hz. Three different samples for each synthesized material were measured. The presented values represent means, reported together with standard deviations.

The diffusion coefficients of the exchanged counter ions were calculated following the Eqs [3](#pone.0232851.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [4](#pone.0232851.e004){ref-type="disp-formula"} \[[@pone.0232851.ref036]\].
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From the current density/time experimental responses at each applied frequency, the charge density Q at each oxidation or reduction time point t, was determined by integration of the response, with Q~t~ the charge density at the end of each reaction. By plotting ([Eq 4](#pone.0232851.e004){ref-type="disp-formula"}) ln \[1-Q/Q~t~\] versus the reaction time t, the slope, b, can be obtained. The diffusion coefficient D was determined from [Eq 5](#pone.0232851.e005){ref-type="disp-formula"} by including the thickness, h, of the sample.

2.4 Characterization of CFS-PPy/DBS and CFS-PPy/TF {#sec007}
--------------------------------------------------

The CFS-PPy/DBS and CFS-PPy/TF samples were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (Helios NanoLab 600, FEI) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) (Oxford Instruments with X-Max 50 mm^2^ detector). Before characterization, 5 min polarization at -0.55 V and +1.0 V was performed for the reduced and oxidized films, respectively. FTIR spectroscopy (Bruker Alpha with Platinum ATR) was applied to characterize CFS, CFS-PPy/DBS and CFS-PPy/TF samples in range of 2000 to 800 cm^-1^. To evaluate the surface conductivity of the coatings, an in-house 4-point probe was used. The conductivity was calculated using the [Eq 5](#pone.0232851.e005){ref-type="disp-formula"}: $$\sigma_{e} = \frac{1}{\left( R*w \right)}$$ where σ~e~ is the electric conductivity, R is the surface resistivity (Ω/sq) and w is the material thickness.

3. Results and discussion {#sec008}
=========================

3.1 Electropolymerization and morphology {#sec009}
----------------------------------------

The electropolymerization curves (chronopotentiometric responses during the electropolymerization process) and the SEM images of the attained free standing PPy/DBS and PPy/TF films are presented in [S1 Fig](#pone.0232851.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The electropolymerization responses during the synthesis of the CFS-PPy/DBS and CFS-PPy/TF films, as well as the SEM images of the attained materials are shown in [Fig 1A--1C](#pone.0232851.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

![a: Chronopotentiometric response during the galvanostatic electropolymerization of the CFS-PPy/DBS (black line) and CFS-PPy/TF (red line) scaffold materials. The SEM surface images (scale bar 5 μm); each inset shows the cross section of a single fiber (scale bar 1 μm): b, CFS-PPy/DBS, and c, CFS-PPy/TF.](pone.0232851.g001){#pone.0232851.g001}

[Fig 1A](#pone.0232851.g001){ref-type="fig"} shows that the CFS-PPy/DBS samples grew during 11.1h under a constant electropolymerization potential of 2.55 V, while the electropolymerization of the CFS-PPy/TF sample was a more resistive process, going through a potential maximum of 3.45 V after 0.5h and then decreasing gradually to 3.22 V by the end of the polymerization time. These observations can be attributed to the different electronic conductivity of the samples immersed in different electrolytes; 0.42 ± 0.2 S cm^-1^ in aqueous-ethylene glycol solution, and 0.11 ± 0.1 S cm^-1^ in PC solution similar to those found in a previous work \[[@pone.0232851.ref029]\]. The reference electropolymerization of PPy/DBS and PPy/TF films on stainless steel sheets ([S1 Fig](#pone.0232851.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) required lower voltages: 1.17 V for PPy/TF and 0.9 V for PPy/DBS, due to the higher conductivity of the underlayer, but also pointing to less overoxidation-degradation processes during the material generation. [Fig 1B](#pone.0232851.g001){ref-type="fig"} shows that the CFS-PPy/DBS sample presents a quite uniform coating film of electrodeposited PPy/DBS material. The diameter of the cross section of the fiber is 2.2 ± 0.2 μm. The diameter of the original chemically coated nanofiber scaffold was 1.4 ± 0.1 μm \[[@pone.0232851.ref028]\], accordingly, the PPy/DBS electrodeposition added 0.8 ± 0.04 μm (inset of [Fig 1B](#pone.0232851.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The CFS-PPy/TF sample (inset of [Fig 1C](#pone.0232851.g001){ref-type="fig"}) shows a diameter in range of 2.5 μm. The SEM images of PPy/DBS and PPy/TF free standing films, [S1B and S1C Fig](#pone.0232851.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, revealed the typical PPy morphology seen before \[[@pone.0232851.ref037],[@pone.0232851.ref038]\], with a dense cross section (inset of [S1B and S1C Fig](#pone.0232851.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Table 1](#pone.0232851.t001){ref-type="table"} present both, conductivities and thicknesses of the dry samples, as well as those of the free standing PPy/DBS and PPy/TF films.

10.1371/journal.pone.0232851.t001

###### Electronic conductivities and thicknesses of CFS-PPy/DBS and CFS-PPy/TF samples as well PPy/DBS and PPy/TF free standing films (after polymerization).

![](pone.0232851.t001){#pone.0232851.t001g}

  Samples       Conductivity \[S cm^-1^\]   Thickness \[μm\]
  ------------- --------------------------- ------------------
  CFS-PPy/DBS   2.4 ± 0.2                   125 ± 8
  PPy/DBS       15.4 ± 0.5                  24 ± 1.1
  CFS-PPy/TF    10.0 ± 0.7                  136 ± 9
  PPy/TF        11.4 ± 0.8                  20 ± 0.1

The free standing films present the highest conductivities, as expected for solid films, 15.4 S cm^-1^ for PPy/DBS and 11.4 S cm^-1^for PPy/TF quite close to the CFS-PPy/TF sample, 10 S cm^-1^; the CFS-PPy/DBS sample was the most resistive, at 2.4 S cm^-1^. The results can be related to the influence of the PC solvent on the electropolymerization process \[[@pone.0232851.ref039]\], but also on the different real (active material) density of the materials.

### 3.1.1 FTIR and EDX spectroscopy {#sec010}

[Fig 2A](#pone.0232851.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the FTIR spectra obtained from the original CFS material and from the CFS-PPy/DBS and CFS-PPy/TF samples. [Fig 2B and 2C](#pone.0232851.g002){ref-type="fig"} show the EDX spectroscopic results (using cross section of the CFS-PPy/DBS and CFS-PPy/TF) from both, the oxidized and the reduced samples in order to try to identify the different ion content of the two states.

![a: FTIR spectra of CFS-PPy/DBS (black line), CFS-PPy/TF (red line) and CFS samples (blue line) in wavelength range of 2000 to 800 cm^-1^. EDX spectra of oxidized (5min, 1V, black line) and reduced (5 min at -0.55 V, red line) in b: CFS-PPy/DBS and c: CFS-PPy/TF.](pone.0232851.g002){#pone.0232851.g002}

The CFS material ([Fig 2A](#pone.0232851.g002){ref-type="fig"}) contained some PPy from the original chemical polymerization (using APS oxidant) on the glucose-gelatin nanofiber scaffold. The sharp peak at 1778 cm^-1^ seen in CFS sample is from the carboxyl group (C = O) formed by PPy overoxidation \[[@pone.0232851.ref040]\]. Typical signals for glucose-gelatin are shown at 1640 and 1533 cm^-1^ \[[@pone.0232851.ref041]\] as the amide I and amide II peaks, respectively. The peak at 1640 cm^-1^ can be clearly identified in CFS, CFS-PPy/TF and CFS-PPy/DBS. The peak at 1533 cm^-1^ for CFS-PPy/DBS is overlapped by the 1542 cm^-1^ peak, which represents the polypyrrole ring stretching vibration (C = C) \[[@pone.0232851.ref042]\]. Other typical PPy peaks can be found at 1452 cm^-1^ (C-C stretching vibrations) and 1280 cm^-1^ (C-N stretching mode) \[[@pone.0232851.ref043]\] and the band at 1160 cm^-1^--1200 cm^-1^, which was identified in CFS-PPy/DBS at 1168 cm^-1^ as the breathing vibration of the PPy ring \[[@pone.0232851.ref044]\]. The 1183 cm^-1^ peak found for CFS and CFS-PPy/TF describe the same breathing vibrations of PPy rings \[[@pone.0232851.ref044]\]. The polaron band is found in CFS and CFS-PPy/DBS at 1040 cm^-1^ (in literature 1045 cm^-1^ \[[@pone.0232851.ref045]\]). In CFS-PPy/TF a new peak at 1023 cm^-1^ was associated with the triflate anion \[[@pone.0232851.ref046]\]. It can be concluded that PPy/DBS and PPy/TF were indeed deposited on CFS material.

[Fig 2B and 2C](#pone.0232851.g002){ref-type="fig"} show the EDX spectroscopic results from CFS-PPy/DBS and CFS-PPy/TF samples, respectively, in the oxidized (at 1.0 V) and the reduced (at---0.55 V) states. The peaks correspond to the different atoms present in the samples: carbon (C) at 0.27 keV, nitrogen (N) at 0.38 keV, oxygen (O) at 0.52 keV, fluorine at 0.68 keV and sulfur (S) at 2.32 keV. The oxidized CFS-PPy/DBS material presented an increase of fluorine, oxygen and sulfur content compared to those of the reduced material indicating the incorporation of TFSI^-^ anions during the oxidation reaction. A small amount TFSI^-^ remained trapped in the reduced state of the CFS-PPy/DBS material, as observed before \[[@pone.0232851.ref038]\] using free standing PPy/DBS films. The high amount of sulfur after reduction refers to: entrapped TFSI^-^ anions, the immobile DBS^-^ anions in PPy and some SO~4~^2-^ anions from the initial chemical polymerization of PPy on CFS \[[@pone.0232851.ref047]\]. The peaks of oxygen, fluorine and sulfur increased after the oxidation of the CFS-PPy/TF samples, indicating again the entrance of balancing TFSI^-^ anions from the solution during the oxidation of the material. After reduction, some fluorine, related to the residual immobilized spherical triflate anions \[[@pone.0232851.ref048]\] (CF~3~SO~3~^-^) from the PPy electropolymerization were present, as also seen previously \[[@pone.0232851.ref037]\]. As a partial conclusion, the EDX results indicate that the CFS-PPy/DBS and CFS-PPy/TF samples follow anion-active TFSI^-^ exchange for charge balance during the reversible redox cycles.

3.2 Linear actuation {#sec011}
--------------------

The bundle-like fibers coated individually with PPy (as seen in [Fig 1B and 1C](#pone.0232851.g001){ref-type="fig"}) are envisaged to bring closer the concept of an "artificial muscle". To mimic the natural contraction/elongation of muscle tissue, linear actuation of the CFS-PPy/DBS and CFS-PPy/TF samples was carried out to ensure that those materials could be suitable for the envisaged soft robots and smart multifunctional applications. The aforementioned suitability was further investigated by long-term measurements, at 0.1 Hz frequency to prove the durability of the material and consistency of the response.

### 3.2.1 Reversible electro-chemo-mechanical changes under cyclic voltammetry {#sec012}

Cyclic voltammetry results describe the response of the materials to closer-to-equilibrium conditions, as the driving signal is a (relatively slow) sweep rather than the abrupt polarity change of square wave potential steps. [Fig 3](#pone.0232851.g003){ref-type="fig"} presents the CV (scan rate 5 mV s^-1^) driven results, with the electro-chemo-mechanical response of strain and stress in 3a and 3b, respectively. The voltammetric responses (current density vs. potential) are shown in [Fig 3C](#pone.0232851.g003){ref-type="fig"}. [Fig 3D](#pone.0232851.g003){ref-type="fig"} presents the charge density (mC cm^-3^) calculated by the integration of the cyclic voltammograms, taking into account the sweep rate. [Fig 3A](#pone.0232851.g003){ref-type="fig"} reveals that the samples swell/shrink by oxidation/reduction, respectively, indicating anion-driven actuation ([Eq 1](#pone.0232851.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"} for PPy/DBS and [Eq 2](#pone.0232851.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"} for PPy/TF materials). Upon oxidation, the anions ingress into the material from the solution in order to balance the positive charges generated by electron loss on the polymer chains. The material swelling results, under constant force, in the increase of strain, up to 18% for CFS-PPy/DBS and 8.2% for CFS-PPy/TF films. Upon reduction, the material recovers the original position of the beginning of the potential cycle. To our knowledge, the results presented here represent the highest strain variation reported for any nanofiber scaffold materials.

![Cyclic voltammetry (scan rate 5 mV s^-1^) of CFS-PPy/DBS (black line) and CFS-PPy/TF (red line) in LiTFSI-PC (potential range 1 V to -0.55 V against Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) reference electrode, 4^th^ cycle) showing in a: strain ε; b: stress σ, c: current density j and d: charge density Q against potential E. The arrows indicate the direction of scan.](pone.0232851.g003){#pone.0232851.g003}

The stress variations at constant length, [Fig 3B](#pone.0232851.g003){ref-type="fig"}, reveal a similar response for both the studied materials: 0.14 MPa for CFS-PPy/DBS and 0.12 MPa for CFS-PPy/TF, both in the range of the skeletal muscles (0.1 MPa). The reference actuator responses from free-standing films, [S2A Fig](#pone.0232851.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, show a reversible strain variation in range of 20% for the PPy/DBS, and 8.6% for the PPy/TF films. The stress evolves, [S2B Fig](#pone.0232851.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, in range of 0.24 MPa for PPy/DBS and 1.38 MPa for PPy/TF free standing films. The presence of a stress maximum and two crossing loops suggest the existence of some mixed ion actuation (entrance of some cations at the most cathodic potentials). Such excellent strain performance could be attributed to the underlying CFS material, as indicated in previous works \[[@pone.0232851.ref028]\]. Typically, conducting polymers have been deposited on inert metals such as (sputtered) gold or platinum, which can develop failures by cracking if stretched \[[@pone.0232851.ref049]\], reducing the conductivity up to 25 times after 20% stretching, becoming non-conductors after 30% stretching. Recently \[[@pone.0232851.ref029]\] it was observed that the conductivity of the CFS in aqueous solution under modified EIS measurements dropped by 50% after 16,7% stretching.

The closed charge density loops in [Fig 3D](#pone.0232851.g003){ref-type="fig"} indicate full reversibility of the oxidation/reduction reactions inside the studied potential range: the presence of irreversible parallel oxidation or reduction reactions, i.e., solvent electrolysis, should give open Q/E loops. This confirms that the anodic/cathodic charges are used to oxidize/reduce the conducting polymer ("steady state"). The reversible redox cycles are expected to result in faradaic actuators \[[@pone.0232851.ref050]\]: linear variation of the strain with the reaction charge density. For comparison, the cyclic voltammetric results attained from free standing PPy/DBS and PPy/TF films are shown in [S2C Fig](#pone.0232851.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and those for CFS-PPy/DBS and CFS-PPy/TF samples in [Fig 3C](#pone.0232851.g003){ref-type="fig"}. The maximum redox charge ([Fig 3D](#pone.0232851.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [S2D Fig](#pone.0232851.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) gives the involved charge densities as: 30.4 C cm^-3^ for CFS-PPy/DBS, 42 C cm^-3^ for CFS-PPy/TF, 90.4 C cm^-1^ for PPy/DBS and 78.5 C cm^-1^ for PPy/TF. The higher densities for free-standing films are logically explained by their much higher content of active material.

The Young's modulus of conducting polymers also typically changes during reversible redox cycles, altering the response, as it becomes lower in the reduced than in the oxidized state \[[@pone.0232851.ref051]\]. Continues cycling/actuation also tends to cause changes. [Table 2](#pone.0232851.t002){ref-type="table"} shows the Young's modulus attained for our oxidized materials before and after actuation cycles.

10.1371/journal.pone.0232851.t002

###### Young's Modulus of linear actuator samples in LiTFSI-PC before and after actuation cycles.

![](pone.0232851.t002){#pone.0232851.t002g}

  Samples       Young's Modulus \[kPa\]   Young's Modulus \[kPa\]
  ------------- ------------------------- -------------------------
  PPy/DBS       980 ± 60.3                700.2 ± 50.4
  PPy/TF        260 ± 16.5                222.4 ± 12.3
  CFS-PPy/DBS   123.8 ± 9.8               22.7 ± 1.2
  CFS-PPy/TF    55.5 ± 4.7                43.2 ± 3.3

The high value of the modulus of the PPy/DBS and PPy/TF free standing films is attributed to the significantly denser and compact structure. In addition to the obviously more fibrous structure of the CFS, the conducting polymer deposited on the CFS samples is also less compact, as the synthesis potential was higher. Whichever the studied sample, the modulus decreases after cycling in LiTFSI-PC ([Table 2](#pone.0232851.t002){ref-type="table"}). This drop can be related \[[@pone.0232851.ref052]\] to the exchange of solvent and ions, creating a dense PPy gel and the modulus decreases \[[@pone.0232851.ref053]\]. For CFS-PPy/DBS samples the modulus decreases up to 5 times after actuation, having a direct (positive) effect on strain, as previously found for PPy-CDC or PPy-PEO/DBS free standing films \[[@pone.0232851.ref054],[@pone.0232851.ref055]\]. Otherwise, the PPy/DBS films operating in LiTFSI-PC ([Eq 1](#pone.0232851.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) contained un-dissociated Li^+^DBS^-^ ion couples \[[@pone.0232851.ref038]\] that tend to precipitate, accordingly, the exchanged counterions increase the amount of solvent in the film to maintain the osmotic balance \[[@pone.0232851.ref032]\] during the redox cycles, thus, decreasing the modulus.

### 3.2.2 Square wave potentials steps and actuator life-time {#sec013}

Three different samples of every studied material were submitted to consecutive square potential cycles involving a high oxidation/reduction charge density at different frequencies ranging between 0.0025 Hz and 0.1 Hz in order to follow the strain evolution during the actuator life-time ([S1 Table](#pone.0232851.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Fig 4A](#pone.0232851.g004){ref-type="fig"} shows the applied potential cycles (dashed lines) and the corresponding strain response of the materials (CFS-PPy/DBS and CFS-PPy/TF). The mean strain values with standard deviations as a function of both, the applied frequency and the redox charge are shown in [Fig 4B and 4C](#pone.0232851.g004){ref-type="fig"}, respectively.

![Square wave potential measurements in potential range 1 V to -0.55 V in LiTFSI-PC electrolyte showing in a: the strain ε (2^nd^-3^th^ cycles) of CFS-PPy/DBS (black line) and CFS-PPy/TF (red line) with potential E (dashed) against time t (frequency, 0.0025 Hz). At frequencies 0.0025 Hz to 0.1 Hz, the maximum strain of CFS-PPy/DBS (black, ■) and CFS-PPy/TF (red, $\bigstar$) against logarithmic scale of frequency are shown in (b). The obtained charge densities Q from each chronopotentiogram shown in c: strain ε against the charge density Q. The dashed lines in c represent linear fits and are shown just as visual guides.](pone.0232851.g004){#pone.0232851.g004}

At the lowest frequency, 0.0025 Hz, corresponding to higher oxidation/reduction charge, 22% of strain variation was recorded ([Fig 4A](#pone.0232851.g004){ref-type="fig"}) for the CFS-PPy/DBS material. This high strain corroborates the above attained (18%) by cyclic voltammetry ([Fig 3A](#pone.0232851.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Creep (different material length at the beginning and at the end of the cycle) was noticeable after two consecutive cycles: 1.2% for the CFS-PPy/DBS samples and 2.5% for CFS-PPy/TF samples. Rising loads (MPa) and lower frequencies (longer time in oxidation/reduction) produce higher creeping effects \[[@pone.0232851.ref056]\]. Higher oxidation/reduction charges at lower frequencies with more ions exchanged per cycle increases the viscosity PPy\[[@pone.0232851.ref057]\] and more solvent exchange enhances the plasticization process \[[@pone.0232851.ref032]\], allowing increased creep. The presence of some parallel irreversible reactions can also increase the creeping effect \[[@pone.0232851.ref058]\].

[Fig 4B and 4C](#pone.0232851.g004){ref-type="fig"} present the strain evolution as a function of the applied frequency and of the redox charge density, respectively. As usual, the strain decreases with increasing frequency; however, at each frequency the strain shown by CFS-PPy/DBS was two times higher than for the CFS-PPy/TF. The charge densities were obtained at each applied frequency from the concomitant chronoamperometric (current/time) responses. The strain of every material increased linearly with the redox charge density ([Fig 4C](#pone.0232851.g004){ref-type="fig"}), as expected for any faradaic actuators \[[@pone.0232851.ref050]\], as the volume variation (exchange of ions and solvent) is controlled by the redox charge. Whichever the frequency, for the same redox charge density the strain variation of the CFS-PPy/DBS samples is over two times that of the CFS-PPy/TF samples. Clearly, the coupling between ion/solvent flux and polymer matrix is much stronger in the former, likely due to the structure generated by the original doping ions.

The interaction of ion flux with the polymer matrix upon redox cycling must reflect in the (apparent) diffusion coefficient of the counterions through the material. Thus, the diffusion coefficients during oxidation and reduction were calculated using Eqs [3](#pone.0232851.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [4](#pone.0232851.e004){ref-type="disp-formula"}, for CFS-PPy/TF and CFS-PPy/DBS samples with thickness of 136 μm and 125 μm, respectively.

[Fig 5A](#pone.0232851.g005){ref-type="fig"} shows the linear dependence of the diffusion coefficients during the oxidation reaction on the applied frequency. The diffusion coefficients upon reduction against the applied frequency are shown at [S3 Fig](#pone.0232851.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. [Fig 5B](#pone.0232851.g005){ref-type="fig"} presents the linear relationships between the strain rate (% s^-1^) and the diffusion coefficients during the material oxidation.

![CFS-PPy/DBS (■) and CFS-PPy/TF ($\bigstar$) showing in a: Diffusion coefficients D~ox~ (upon oxidation) obtained from Eqs [2](#pone.0232851.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [3](#pone.0232851.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"} against the applied frequency f and b: the strain rate ν~ox~ against diffusion coefficients D~ox~.\
The dashed lines represent the linear fit and shown for orientations.](pone.0232851.g005){#pone.0232851.g005}

Both Figs agree to the electrochemically stimulated conformational-relaxation (ESCR) model \[[@pone.0232851.ref011]\]: at higher frequencies the average swelling/shrinking change driven by the conformational relaxation of the polymeric chains of the conducting polymer are slower giving a lower density gel structure, with concomitant higher diffusion coefficients. In parallel, higher strain rate ν~ox~ of CFS-PPy/DBS was attained with rising experimental frequencies which correspond to, as stated in the previous sentence, higher diffusion coefficients: a linear relationship is attained between the strain rate and D.

The suitability of those two materials (CFS-PPy/DBS and CFS-PPy/TF) in biomimetic structure with such high strain for applications in soft robotics, artificial muscles and multifunctional devices requires long term stability of the actuation response. [Fig 6](#pone.0232851.g006){ref-type="fig"} presents the results of the strain during 1000 actuating cycles at 0.1 Hz ([S3 Table](#pone.0232851.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Stability test: Square wave potential steps at frequency 0.1 Hz (1000 cycles) in potential range 1 V to -0.55 V in LiTFSI-PC showing in a: the strain ε of CFS-PPy/DBS (black) and CFS-PPy/TF (red) against time t and in b: the strain ε (main values with standard deviation) of CFS-PPy/DBS (■) and CFS-PPy/TF ($\bigstar$) against cycle number.](pone.0232851.g006){#pone.0232851.g006}

The creep after 1000 cycles was ([Fig 6](#pone.0232851.g006){ref-type="fig"}) 0.2% for CFS-PPy/DBS samples and 0.7% for CFS-PPy/TF samples. Of the studied materials, CFS-PPy/DBS is better suited for most applications when the strain response as well as the creep effect are considered. The strain variation per cycle decreases with the number of cycles ([Fig 6B](#pone.0232851.g006){ref-type="fig"}): 1.83% after 50 cycles and 1.75% after 1000 cycles for CFS-PPy/DBS and 1.09% after 50 cycles and 0.95% after 1000 cycles for CFS-PPy/TF. While the strain was higher for CFS-PPy/DBS, the loss of strain was lower for CFS-PPy/TF, indicating higher stability, which can be beneficial in technological applications.

Overall, the CFS-PPy/DBS material with a biomimetic structure presents great potential for technological applications in soft robotics applications due to its high strain of over 20%, low creeping effect (0,2% after 1000 cycles) and long term persistence of the strain variation achieved in a cycle (-1.8% after 1000 cycles). All of these compare favorably to natural skeletal muscles, although at a lower response rate. The actuation speed needs be optimized in future studies.

4. Conclusions {#sec014}
==============

We have shown that the CFS materials coated with conducting polymers (PPy/DBS and PPy/TF) remained with a biomimetic bundle-like structure (as seen in the SEM images). The FTIR measurements identified successful combination of CFS with PPy/DBS and PPy/TF. It was shown that 20% linear strain and 0.1 MPa stress for CFS-PPy/DBS (CFS-PPy/TF reached 8% linear strain) was achievable, which is similar to the respective parameters of natural skeletal muscles. For both materials, a single ion species (the anion) dominates the actuation direction (expansion at oxidation). Of the two materials, CFS-PPy/DBS should be preferred based on the maximum strain and stress reached, but also for lower creep with useful response stability in square wave potential step measurements over 1000 cycles at 0.1 Hz. The behavior is well described using theoretical models, allowing consistent characterization and control of potential devices. The main drawback of the fibrous linear actuators compared to natural muscles is the significantly lower strain rates. Further research in optimizing is needed in order to reach applications in soft robotics and multifunctional smart materials truly mimicking natural muscles.
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Reviewer \#1: In this paper the authors report on experiments using fibre scaffolds.

We thank the reviewer for the useful comments and have revised our manuscript regarding the suggestions

It is not clear how many replicates the data are based upon an this should usefully be stated. Additionally, we have ambiguous error bars and use of the +/-: these can variously mean +/- sd; +/- s.e.m. or 95% CI for either data or the mean. All of these of course do depend on the number of data points contributing as well, either in terms of scale or accuracy. This could usefully be made clearer in the paper.

Yes, a good point! All the reported numeric results are mean values of at least triplicate experiments, not just repeats from the same sample but different specimens. The +/- represent (single) standard deviations. This information was reported in the end of section 2.3 but it has been rewritten to improve clarity:

Three different samples for each synthesized material were measured. The presented values represent means, reported together with standard deviations.

When describing something as changing, it is insufficient to rely solely on the numerical values - please apply a suitable test (presumably a paired one for before/after in the case of table 2).

The material property change is a very important consideration in any polymeric or soft material in general, even more so with conducting polymers that are known to have elastic modulus change during redox processes. However, we are not quite sure what to improve here, since the values in table 2 are already exactly what the reviewer appears to be suggesting -- values of the modulus before and after actuation experiments. Since the measurement of the elastic modulus is a dynamic process in itself (relation between the applied force/weight and deformation), it cannot be done concurrently with the actuation measurement, just before and after.

How good is the fit of the linear model - given the potential for turning over (second derivative \<0) in 4c, is a linear model justified mathematically (as opposed to statistically)?

We have to totally agree with the reviewer. The data points in figure 4c do not follow a linear trend too well. As stated in the text (hopefully more clearly now in the revised version), the linear fits were just presented as visual guides, as in ideal case, the linear relation between charge and strain is expected. However, real systems are seldom ideal and the coupling between charge/ion flux and volume change (strain) changes with driving frequency, as variation in solvation and various relaxations come to play.

Reviewer \#2: In this manuscript is presented the synthesis and characterization of two novel conducting materials that have a high electro-chemo-mechanical activity based on glucose-gelatin nanofiber scaffolds coated with polypyrrole and doped with dodecylbenzensulfonate or with triflouromethanesulfonate. The experiments carried out in the manuscript are described in sufficient detail. The composition, electronic , ionic conductivity and the electro-chemo-mechanical activity was characterized by means of different characterization techniques. In my opinion, this manuscript is very interesting and the results, in addition to be well organized and discussed, they were compared and contrasted with literature data, being the conclusions presented supported by the reported data. Therefore, in my opinion, the manuscript is acceptable for publication as it is.

We thank the reviewer for supporting our work and the positive comments

Reviewer \#3: I have reviewed the research manuscript draft \"Concept of an artificial muscle design on polypyrrole nanofiber scaffolds\" written by Madis Harjo, Martin Järvekülg, Tarmo Tamm, Toribio F. Otero and Rudolf Kiefer submitted for publication in PLOS ONE.

We thank the reviewer for his positive review and have correct our mistakes in the revised manuscript.

After the reading of the manuscript, in my opinion it is an interesting work where the obtained results are reasonable well explained and could gives rise to a future research works in this line

Acceptable under minor revisions. Only I have few comments or suggestions.

We thank the reviewer for finding the mistakes and suggestions to improve the manuscript.

1: Replace in the manuscript and supplementary information:

Madis Harjo1, Martin Järvekülg2, Tarmo Tamm1, Toribio F. Otero3, and Rudolf Kiefer4,\*

by

Madis Harjo1, Martin Järvekülg2, Tarmo Tamm1, Toribio F. Otero3 and Rudolf Kiefer4\*

Corrected.

2: In the abstract replace: triflouromethanesulfonate by trifluoromethanesulfonate

We have corrected this mistake in abstract.

3: In the introduction, at the end of second paragraph: Comparable, without capital letter: comparable

The term is corrected.

4: Section 2.2: in the first (40ºC) and second paragraph (60ºC, 60ºC) replace de cero in superindex by degree symbol.

We have replaced the superscript degree symbol.

5: At the end of equation 3, 4 and 5, remove the comma, point and comma, respectively

We have corrected equation 3-5 and removed comma and points

6: Section 3.2.1, in first line of second paragraph: Figure 3b instead Figure 2b

We thank the reviewer pointing this out and have corrected it

7: Last line before section 3.2.2: "cycles ," \--\> "cycles,"

We have corrected this.

8: Section 3.2.2 in first paragraph: "CFS-PPy/DBS" instead of "PPy/DBS"

The term is corrected.

9: Section 3.2.2 in the paragraph prior to Figure 5:

Revise the sentence "Figure 5a shows the linear dependence of the diffusion coefficients during the oxidation reaction (S2 Table) on the applied frequency (S3 Figure) depicts the evolution during reduction reactions)"

We agree and have reformulated

Figure 5a shows the linear dependence of the diffusion coefficients during the oxidation reaction on the applied frequency. The diffusion coefficients upon reduction against the applied frequency are shown at S3 Figure.

10: Section 3.2.2 first paragraph after Figure 5: "sentence" instead of "sentiency".

We thank the reviewer pointing that out and have corrected it.
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